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Our Work
● 6 navigators
● 100,000 people reached a year
● 10,000 calls a year
● 1,500 enrollments a year 

○ 63% community-based partners
○ 24% word-of-mouth
○ 11% targeted promotions

● 365-day follow up process
● Community-based & community-

competent
● No offices!



Key Insights
● Highly trained, professional staff who are experts in the field 

with a comprehensive knowledge set equipped to deal with 
the complexities working directly with vulnerable and often 
hard-to-reach people in unusual circumstances.

● Design programs and systems to support both the navigators 
and applicants in a way that expands access and ease, and is 
designed to quickly resolve complex situations. 



Let the People Wear the Hats!
● People trust people not systems
● Community members helping the community
● Passionate people seeking demanding yet 

meaningful work
● Build experts and professionals
● Resource and pay the people well
● You get what you expect!
● Intensive case management & engagement
● Create feedback loops close to the ground



It’s all about the taxes!
ACA incorrectly made a distinction between outreach and enrollment, 

education, and post enrollment support.

● To enroll, you need to calculate income and household size both 
currently and in the future in varying situations

● To remain eligible, you must accurately file taxes to reconcile your 
credits, and your eligibility changes depending on what you file

● One doesn’t work well without the other
● Segmentation/fragmentation hurts



It Gets Messy, Quickly.

Eligibility:
Household Size, Income, and Tax Returns

Compounded by:
What We Plan, What Happens, and What We Report

Further complicated by:
Our Reality versus Our Papers



Wait, there’s more!
● Perception
● Real World Consequences
● Confusion/Misinformation
● Life Changes:

○ Gain a kid
○ Lose a kid
○ Kid ages out
○ Income changes
○ Who claims a kid
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Community Focused Design
● Community-based sites
● Flexibility 
● Non-traditional hours
● Travel to the people
● Building trust takes time
● Focus on the hardest-to-reach and 

hardest-to-serve to also serve the masses
● Connecting with those not already 

connected 



Create the Backdoor
● “No Wrong Door” is a fallacy
● Your data system will fail people
● Very few people have “normal” lives or 

“regular” problems
● Expect the unexpected
● A call center will not fix everything
● Connect the navigators with the right 

tools to do their job, escalate and track 
problems, and communicate with those 
who can resolve the problems



Final Thoughts
● The is year-round work, not part-time or seasonal.
● Building infrastructure takes time (3 year grant cycles).
● While big corporations propose “value adds” and “scale,” the 

overhead and rigidness often gets in the way.
● Agents and brokers are part of the equation, but will not 

uniformly put consumer interests first.
● Don’t forget the feedback loop!
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